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1. Introduction. A group G is said to be an FC-group if each element of G has only a
finite number of conjugates in G. We are concerned with the class © of periodic locally soluble
.FC-groups. Clearly subgroups and factor groups of ©-groups are also ©-groups.

Every finite soluble group is a ©-group, and we consider here the generalization of a
concept from the theory of finite soluble groups.

In [1], B. Fischer, B. Hartley and W. Gaschiitz defined a Fitting class to be a class (E of
finite soluble groups satisfying the following conditions:

(i) If Ge<£ and JV-a G, then Ne<£; and

(ii) if Nt and N2 are normal (^-subgroups of G such that G = A^ N2, then G is also an
(E-group.

If X is any class of groups, then an X-injector of the group G is defined to be an ^-subgroup
X of G such that, for each subnormal subgroup S of G, Xn S is a maximal ^-subgroup of S.

The following result was proved in [1]:

THEOREM 1.1. If d is a Fitting class, then a finite soluble group G possesses Q-injectors and
any two such subgroups are conjugate in G.

We shall extend this result to the class ©.
We define a Fitting class of ©-groups to be a subclass g of © satisfying the following

conditions:

(i) If G e g and N o G, then 7Veg; and

(ii) if Nx (AeA) are normal ^-subgroups of the ©-group G such that G =gp{Nx: AeA},
then G is also an 3f-group.

With the usual notations for closure operations, these two conditions may be written

(i)sng = g and (ii)N8n© = fr

These conditions ensure that every ©-group G has a unique maximal normal ft-subgroup,
called the ^-radical of G.

An automorphism $ of a group G is said to be locally inner if, for each finite set of elements
gu...,gneG, there is an element xeG (depending on the set gu...,gn) such that

If there is a locally inner automorphism of G mapping a subgroup H onto a subgroup K, then
H and K are said to be locally conjugate in G. In a number of results for FC-groups which
are generalizations of results for finite groups it will be seen that local conjugacy replaces
conjugacy. This holds, for example, in the case of Sylow subgroups [2], Carter subgroups [5]
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and covering ^-subgroups [6]. We shall have a further illustration in the present paper where
we establish the following result:

If % is a Fitting class of(5-groups, then a (5-group G possesses ^-injectors and any two such
subgroups are locally conjugate in G.

A. P. Dicman proved that every finite set of elements of a periodic FC-group G is contained
in a finite normal subgroup of G (see [4], pp. 154-155). To construct the g-injectors of G
from the 5-injectors of the finite normal subgroups of G, we also use the theory of projection
sets due to A. G. Kuros ([4], pp. 167-169). We refer to the outline of this theory given in
Section 3 of [6].

In Section 4 we consider what conditions are necessary for the ^-injectors of G to be con-
jugate in G.

2. Fitting classes of ©-groups. In this section we characterize the Fitting classes of
©-groups in terms of the Fitting classes of finite soluble groups. The first result is an immediate
consequence of the definitions.

THEOREM 2.1. If g is a Fitting class of (^-groups, then the class of finite "^-groups is a Fitting
class of finite soluble groups.

THEOREM 2.2. //"(£ is a Fitting class of finite soluble groups, then L(£ n © is a Fitting class of
(5-groups.

Proof, (i) Let H be a normal subgroup of the LGn©-group G and let hx,...,hn be
a finite set of elements of H. There is an (E-subgroup E of G containing h ̂  hn. H n E is a
normal subgroup of Eand so is an (E-subgroup of H containinghu. . . ,hn . Thus HeL©n©
and L(£ n © is sn-closed.

(ii) Let G be a ©-group generated by the normal L(£-subgroups Nx (AeA) and let
g j , . . . , gn be a finite set of elements of G. There is a finite normal subgroup NofG containing
gu ...,gn, and we may choose A, , . . . , Are A such that N ^ NXl NXl... NXr = L, say. It is now
sufficient to prove that N 0 L(E O (5 = L<£ n (5, for then l e L G n © and so, by (i), iv" is an
(E-subgroup of G containinggu. . . ,gn .

Accordingly let H and K be normal L(£-subgroups of the ©-group G such that HK = G.
Let g!,...,gn be a finite set of elements of G and, for each / = 1,2,.. . ,n, write gx = htkh

where h, e H and kt e K. There are normal ©-subgroups £\ and E2 of G contained in H and K
and containing hu...,ha and kl,...,kn respectively. It follows that

glt...,gneElE2eu0(S = (S.

Thus GELCC n ©, as required.
It follows from these two results that the Fitting classes of ©-groups are precisely the

classes L(E n ©, where (£ is a Fitting class of finite soluble groups.

COROLLARY 2.3. / / 5 is a Fitting class of ^-groups, then L̂ f n © = %.
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3. (S-injectors of ©-groups.

LEMMA 3.1. Let 5 be a Fitting class of(5-groups. If V is an "^-injector of the (5-group G
and H<iG, then Vr\H is an ^-injector of H.

Proof. Vt~\ H is a normal subgroup of V and so is an g-subgroup.
If S is a subnormal subgroup of H, then S is also subnormal in G, and so Vn S is a

maximal gf-subgroup of S.

THEOREM 3.2. Let % be a Fitting class of (5-groups. Then the (5-group G possesses
^-injectors.

Proof. Let {Nx: Xe A} be the set of all finite normal subgroups of G. Since the class of
finite g-groups is a Fitting class of finite soluble groups (Theorem 2.1), each Nx possesses
g-injectors (Theorem 1.1). For each X e A, let s/x denote the set of g-injectors of Nx; then
each si x (XeA) is finite and non-empty. The sets si\ (XeA) may be partially ordered by
defining si k -< si ^ if and only if Nx ^ N^.

If stfx -< JJ/P and Fj, is an ^-injector of N^, then, by Lemma 3.1, Vllr\Nx is an g-injector
of Nx. Thus we may define a projection n^ from si^ into s/x by

Clearly nxx is the identity mapping on six, and if six •< si^ -< ^/v, then

=Vv nvX,

It follows that there is a complete projection set, i.e. a set 2? = {J^; AeA} such that,
whenever JVA ̂  JV ,̂ VllnNx= Vx.

WedefineF= \j Vx and show that V is an g-injector of G. If xu...,xn is a finite set of
ieA

elements of K, then there is a finite normal subgroup Nx of (7 containing xu...,xn. But it is
clear from the properties of the complete projection set SP that Vr\Nx— Vx, and so xu..., xn

are contained in the ^-subgroup Vx of V. Thus Fis an L ^ n ©-group; hence, by Corollary
2.3, V is an g-group.

Now let S be a subnormal subgroup of G and let W be an ^-subgroup of S containing
VnS. For each XeA, Wn Nx is an ^-subgroup of SnNx containing Vn SnNx= VXC\S.
Since Sn Nx is subnormal in Nx, Vx n S is a maximal g-subgroup of SrtNx and so f f n iVA

= ^ 0 5. Therefore

W= |J (WnATJ= (J (F,nS)=FnS;
•ieA AeA

hence Kr is ' is a maximal ^-subgroup of S.

THEOREM 3.3. Let % be a Fitting class of (5-groups. Then any two ^-injectors of the
(5-group G are locally conjugate in G.

Proof. Let Vl and V2 be two ^--injectors of G and again let {Nx: Xe A} be the set of all
finite normal subgroups of G. Vt n Nx and V2 n Nx are ^-injectors of Nx (Lemma 3.1) and
so are conjugate in Nx (Theorem 1.1). For each XeA, let six be the set of automorphisms of
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Nx which are induced by inner automorphisms of G and which map Vv n Nx onto V2 n Nx.
Then each s/x (AeA) is finite and non-empty.

If Nx ^ JVM and 0M 6 $4^ then the automorphism induced in Nx by </>„ is a member of ^ .
It follows from a result due to S. E. Stonehewer ([5], Lemma 2.2) that G has a locally inner
automorphism <£ which induces in each Nx an automorphism in the set si x. In particular,

and so
Vy<t>= (J ( J ^ n J V J ^ (J

i.e. Fi and V2 are locally conjugate in G.
It was proved in [1] that, if V is an (E-injector of G and H is a subgroup of G containing

V, then V is also an Ce-injector of H. This result is easily extended to the class ©.

THEOREM 3.4. Let % be a Fitting class of ^-groups and let V be an ^-injector of the (5-
group G. IfV^H^G, then V is an %-injector ofH.

Proof. Let {Nx: AeA} be the set of all finite normal subgroups of G. By Lemma 3.1,
Vr\Nx is an g-injector of Nx. Since the class of finite g-groups is a Fitting class of finite
soluble groups and VnNx^ Hr\Nx^ Nx, Vr\Nx is an g-injector of Hr\Nx. It now
follows as in the proof of Theorem 3.2 that F= (J (Vn Nx) is an g-injector of H ={J(Hn Nx).

XeA XeA

A subgroup A of a group G.is said to bepronormal in G if, for each xeG, A and A* are
conjugate in

THEOREM 3.5. Let g be a Fitting class ofG-groups. If V is an ^-injector of the (5-group G,
then V is pronormal in G.

Proof. If xeG, then V* is an g-irijector of Q an (j S0) by Theorem 3.4, V and Vx are
5-injectors of H = gp{ V, Vx}. Therefore there is a locally inner automorphism $ of H such
that V<f> = Vx (Theorem 3.3). But H g, gp{F, x}, and so V has finite index in H. It follows
that V<p = Vh for some h e H, so that V and Vx are conjugate in H.

4. Conjugacy of ^-injectors. If A is a subgroup of the group G, then the local conjugacy
class containing A is the set of all subgroups of G which are locally conjugate to A, and is
denoted by Lc\(A). Similarly the conjugacy class containing A is denoted by Cl(A).

We showed in [7] that, with suitable conditions on A, Lcl(A) = Cl(^) if and only if Cl(̂ 4)
is finite. The main restriction on A was that, for any set {Hx: XeA} of normal subgroups of
G, f) (AHX) = A(f] Hx). This condition is not satisfied by the g-injectors, a nd so we prove

AeA A E A

a result similar to that in [7] with different conditions on the subgroup A. The proof of this
result is essentially the same as that given by M. I. Kargapolov [3] for the case in which A is a
Sylow /^-subgroup, but, as Kargapolov's result is not available in translation, it seems worth
giving the details in full.
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THEOREM 4.1. Let A be a subgroup of the periodic FC-group G satisfying the following
conditions:

(i) A is pronormal in G; and
(ii) for each finite normal subgroup N of G and for each xeG, AnN and Ax nN are

conjugate in N.

Then Ld(A) = Cl(A) if and only ifCl{A) is finite.

Proof. It has already been shown in [7] that, for any subgroup A with Cl(^) finite,
Lc\(A) = Cl(A). It remains to prove that if Cl(^) is infinite, then Lcl(A) ^ Cl(A).

We shall define inductively the following ascending chains of subgroups:

1 = N O < N 1 < . . . < N , < . . . , (1)

where each Nt is a finite normal.subgroup of G,

l = A0<A1<...<Ai<..., (2)

1 = A% <A^ <...<Af <..., (3)

where, for each integer / > 0, At and A* are subgroups of G which are conjugate to Ntr\A
and which satisfy the condition

\ \
where

1 = no<n1 <...<nt<.... (4)
00 00 00

By Lemma 2.2 of [5], (J At and (J 4,* are locally conjugate to [j (Nt n A) and so are
i=0 « = 0 i=0

contained in subgroups A and A*, respectively, which are locally conjugate to A.
is conjugate to Ntn A and contains 4̂,* Therefore Ntr\A* = A* and so

Therefore
| I : J 4 n 4 * | ^ |i4j:Ji,ny4,*| = nh for all i.

Thus | A: A n A* | is infinite and so A and A* cannot both be conjugate to A ([7], Lemma 2.3).
Therefore Lcl(.4) ? Cl(A).

To construct the chains (1), (2) and (3), we assume that we have constructed the first k
terms of each chain and show that subgroups Nk+U Ak+1 and A*+1 may be defined such that
Nk+1 is a finite normal subgroup of G containing Nk, Ak+1 > Ak, Ak+l > A*, A~k+l and A*+1

are conjugate to A n Nt+1 and | Ak+1: Ak+! n Ak+1\>nk.
Let {Nx: A e A} be the set of all finite normal subgroups of G containing Nk. If A and A *

are subgroups locally conjugate to A and containing Ak and A* respectively, then, as above,
NknA = Ak and NknA* = At
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Thus, for each A 6 A,

Akn(AnNxn A*) = Akn A%.

Therefore

\AnNx:AnNxnA*\ Z \Ak:AknAk*\ = nk,

for all AGA and for all A, A* satisfying

A ^ Ak, A* 2: A*, A and A* are members of Lcl(^4). (5)

Suppose, if possible, that
\AnNx:AnNxnA*\ = nk, (6)

for all AeA and for all A and A* satisfying (5).
Now

gp{A~k,AnNxr>A*}£AnNx

and so
\gp{Ak,AnNxnA*}:AnNxnA*\^nk.

But clearly

\gp{Ak,Ar\Nxr\A*}:AnNxr\A*\ ^ \Ak:A~knAk*\=nk.

Therefore

\gp{Ak,AnNknA*}:AnNxnA*\ = \AnNx:AnNxnA*\

and so

gp{Ak,AnNxnA*}=AnNx, (7)

for all AeA and for all A, A* satisfying (5).
By Lemma 2.4 of [7],

| A* o Nx: A o Nx n A* | = | A n Nx: A n Nx n A* | = nk

and so we may prove, corresponding to (7), that

gp{A*,AnNxnA*} = A*nNx, (8)

for all AeA and for all A, A* satisfying (5).
It now follows from (7) and (8) that

x = Nk(AnNx)

= Nk(AnNxnA*)

= Nk(A*nNx)

= NkA*nNx>

for all ke A and for all A, A* satisfying (5).
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Thus

NkA= (J (NkAnNx) = | J (NkA*nNx) = NkA*, (9)

for all A and .4* satisfying (5).
Let JC6G; then, by (ii), Nkn 4* is conjugate to Nkr\ A in iVt, and so there is an element

neNk such that

AXn^NknA = Ak.

It follows from (9) that

NkX
x* = NtA,

i.e. that
NkA

x = NkA.

Thus NkA<\G.
For each xeG, Ax g NkA and hence, by (i), A* is conjugate to A in A^.4. But | Nk A: A \

is finite, so that A has only a finite number of conjugates in NkA. Thus A has only a finite
number of conjugates in G, contrary to our initial hypothesis.

We have shown that our assumption (6) leads to a contradiction, and so there must be a
normal subgroup Nx (AeA) and two subgroups A and A* satisfying (5) such that

\AnNx:Ar\NxnA*\ > nk.

If we define

Nk+i = Nx, Ak+i=InNx, Ak*+1 = A*r>Nx, nk+1 = \ Ak+l:Ak+1 nA*+l \,

then we have defined the (k+ l)th terms of the series (1), (2) and (3). This completes the proof
of Theorem 4.1.

COROLLARY 4.2. Let ftbe a Fitting class of ^-groups. Then the %-injectors of the (5-group
G are conjugate in G if and only if there is only a finite number of them.
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